YOUR STYLE

4. FINE FEATURE There’s nothing like marble in the
bathroom for a timeless and luxurious look. Make a feature of a
wall or floor starring the Arabesque Carrara tile. $44 per 315 x
308mm sheet, perini.com.au 5. LUXE ACCENTS Add a little
everyday luxury to your bathroom with these solid marble
bathroom accessories, honed to a matt finish. $25-$45, zanui.
com.au 6. ON THE SIDE Add some style and bling to the
living room with a statement side table with marble top and
simple yet striking metal frame. Hexagonal copper, $630,
thedesignhunter.com.au. Elle cube with brass-plated polished
stainless steel frame, $865, norsu.com.au 7. SCANDI STYLE
These Scanda vases are reminiscent of the simplicity of
Scandinavian design with a focus on natural materials.
$80-$155, curiousgrace.com.au
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BRIGHT IDEA The Portal table
lamp from architectural lighting
designer Christopher Boots mixes
classic brass and Carrara marble with
contemporary opal acrylic and LED
technology. $1,950, christopherboots.com
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MARBLE

NOTHING EVOKES TIMELESS STYLE
AND LUXURY LIKE MARBLE, ESPECIALLY
WHEN TEAMED WITH METAL, TIMBER
OR LEATHER. BY LUISA VOLPATO.
3
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1. STATEMENT SLAB The natural veining
is what makes each piece of marble unique, so
there’s no better way to appreciate it than on a
large surface. The Concorde table comes in two
sizes with a choice of four matt or glossy marble
tops. From $9,167, poliform.com.au
2. MARBLE ACCENTS The AJAR
collection of Spanish occasional furniture
combines the beauty of solid walnut timber,
walnut veneer and white or black marble. Lotta
console table from $1,410, Dante console,
$4,340, ajar.com.au
3. CURATED ACCESSORIES Add some
style to your coffee table with this curated
collection of accessories by new online store
Nathan+Jac. $300 for the marble tray, gardenia
candle and Chloé book, nathanjac.com.au
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MODERN VINTAGE Light up
the room with the elegant Herst
snow marble table lamp on an
elevated vintage brass pedestal
teamed with an ivory lampshade.
$800, boydblue.com
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